TSRL Managers Meeting Minutes
February 26, 2017

Opened @ 2:00pm
Board in attendance:

Carl E., Rick F., Jennifer K., Eric B., Greg A, Linda H., Brian W.

Teams Represented: All Nations, Addicts, Black Sox, Crazy 8’s, Defects, Drama Free, Brides to
Change, HEAT, HOW, Khaos, Misfits, Neighborhood Watch, Never Enough, Not Saints, One
Disease, OTR, OxStars, PAHC, PRIDE, R.B.I., Reach Too, Solutions, Step 12, Straight Outta VOA,
Traditions, Unloaded, Usual Suspects, Vigilance, VOA (In-house), ECA’s, Exchange Recovery, 1
Promise
32/32 teams
Teams Absent: none
Old Business:
Treasurer report $28,338.01; Deposited $12,306 from last month; Down payment of $220 on
Westmoreland
Linda Collected money & Carl collected rosters and paperwork
Balls for the season were distributed

New Business:
NSA rule is 15 after 3; 12 after 4; and 10 after 5
Dolen motioned that we add NSA run rule to our league rules for clarification; Kevin H- second
24 yes, 1 no, 0 abstain
Opening tournament:
Brian W- How do people want it to be? Triple elimination and no warm up games; 3 game guarantee
with triple elimination
Sean B motions for triple elimination, Josh L second

26 yes, 0 no, 0 abstain

Discussion:
Joel- talked about winging a fundraiser before games to try to raise money for new comer campout- he
will just try it and see how it works
Jenn K- we need to discuss a clean time requirement for managers in the league
Kevin- What brought this about?

Johnny- players have to have two weeks ? managers 2 years
Dolen- it is about a level of responsibility
Louie- how is the league enforcing this
Kevin- people getting loaded weed themselves out eventually- take to face value what clean time one
requires
David O- the process of when a new team starts the body has an opportunity to say yes or no and that
is when someone’s recovery can be put under the scope.
John H- new but people see me and board could make the decision
Ryan- safeguard for returning teams and new managers
Becki- there should be an exception for treatment teams; there could be an assistant manager to the
manager
Josh L- those in the room that do not meet the clean time requirement should be grand fathered in
Josh V- I do not meet the requirement but have someone that does that can take over.
Kevin H- motions that the board put together about three options and bring it to the body in October to
vote on
Josh L- second
27 yes, 0 no, 1 abstain
Nathan W- ask that when sending out info or attachments to send as a pdf also

Kevin motion to close; Everyone 2nd

Closed @ 2:40 pm

